
Abstract

Studying the aging processes of galaxies helps us 
understand the history of the universe around us, 
including our own Milky Way galaxy. E+A galaxies are 
known for having spectra of an early-type ("E") galaxy, 
typically many billions of years old, strong hydrogen 
Balmer absorption lines that are produced in the 
photospheres of stars that are only about 1 billion years old 
(type "A"). That means E+A galaxies are a special type of 
"post-starburst" galaxies, in which star formation had been 
going at a high rate but then shut down approximately 1 
billion years ago. When a galaxy enters a post-starburst 
phase, O and B type stars (which are the brightest and 
most short-lived) die off, and about a billion years later 
leave A type stars to be the brightest in the galaxy. The 
goal of this project is to compare different E+A galaxies in 
the rich cluster of galaxies known as Coma Berenices. By 
comparing their spectral features, redshift, colors and 
magnitudes it will be possible to better understand how 
these rare galaxies evolve after their star formation has 
ended. By the end of this project these galaxies will help us 
be able to better understand the galaxy evolution of E+A 
galaxies and the evolution of the Coma cluster within the 
past few billion years.

Comparison of E+A galaxies in the Coma Cluster

Galaxy evolution, where galaxies change in shape, color, 
and composition, is a process that occurs over billions of 
years. A variety of different variables can impact a galaxy's 
evolution. One of these is quenching, where a galaxy's star 
formation stops. Over time the appearance of galaxies will 
change with its color going from blue to red as the stellar 
population ages. 

Ram-pressure stripping occurs in clusters where hot gas 
between galaxies acts as a wind and strips away the 
hydrogen gas within a galaxy causing quenching. In a 
galaxy merger where two or more galaxies come together 
due to their mutual gravitational pull, the hydrogen gas 
clouds within these galaxies come together and triggers a 
burst of star formation. As a result of the starburst, 
quenching occurs, and the galaxy enters a poststarburst 
phase (Falcone et al 2021, Res. Notes AAS 5, 67).

The Coma cluster, also known as Coma Berenices, is the 
highest concentration of galaxies in the nearby universe. 
Studying the cluster allows us to look at a wide variety of 
galaxies at different stages of evolution.
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RA:195.03357
Dec.:27.77332
Redshift:0.029
r:16.89
u-r:1.61

RA:194.94283
Dec.:27.74626
Redshift:0.032
r:17.50
u-r:1.74

RA:194.9838
Dec.:27.74633
Redshift:0.030
r:16.17
u-r:1.45

RA:195.14031
Dec.:27.63777
Redshift:0.025
r:14.81
u-r:1.11

RA:194.91587
Dec.:27.57648
Redshift:0.017
r:15.74
u-r:1.41

RA:194.77207
Dec.:27.64443
Redshift:0.018
r:14.31
u-r:1.47

These 6 galaxies, two galaxies which do not have emission lines and four galaxies that 
do, where identified amongst 179 in the Coma cluster as having post starburst 
continuum spectra. The position (RA and Dec.), distance and veolcity (Redshift), 
magnitude ( r ) and color (u-r) are given for each galaxy.

179 galaxies were used as a part of this study but only 
comprise a small percentage of the overall work hoping to 
be accomploshed. By continuing to understand these 
galaxies we can better understand galaxies in the post 
starburst stage, the galaxy quenching process, and the 
aging process of all galaxies in the universe.
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Future Work

By using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; cas.sdss.org) 
database, a visual image of the southwesterm region of the 
Coma cluster was used along with the galaxies' spectra 
and magnitudes. Galaxy morphology, studying an object 
based on its visual appearance, was used to classify 
galaxies into categories of different shapes and colors. 
More information was found in the spectra, where 
galaxies could be studied based on their 
emission/absorption lines and the trend of the continuum 
flux. A galaxy's magnitude (in this case r) is a measure of 
how bright it is,and the ratio between two magnitudes (in 
this case u-r) indicates a galaxy's color.

Overall, 179 galaxies in the southwestern region of the 
Coma cluster were studied. Among them, 2 galaxies were 
identified to be E+A candidates and 4 more galaxies as 
E+A-like while having strong emission lines.

Some of the data gathered for a portion of our galaxy 
sample is in the chart below.

Method


